Approximately 2 weeks after electronically filing taxes – log into FAFSA.gov.

1. Go to the Financial Information tab.
2. Change the tax question to Already Completed.

   Answer the questions; the IRS link will be shown if all answers are NO.

3. Enter parent FSA ID, click on LINK TO IRS.

FOLLOW THE PROMPTS to go to the IRS page and transfer the tax return information into the FAFSA.

   The transferred information will be displayed.
   Do not change IRS tax information that has been transferred.

4. Click NEXT after reviewing information.
   If student filed taxes, repeat steps.

5. Proceed to the SIGN and SUBMIT page – enter FSA ID, agree to privacy terms and SUBMIT the new verified FAFSA information.

An updated Student Aid Report (SAR) will be sent via email and the student’s school choices will receive the updated FAFSA information.

If updated information changes an award package, a new award package will be sent to the student.

Visit FAFSA.gov today!